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Tika not compatible with TYPO3 6.2
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Description
Tika seems not compatible with TYPO3 6.2. The Install Tool recognizes it as incompatible extension and it also doesn't show up in
the reports module as known from 6.1
Call to a member function exec_SELECTgetRows() on a non-object in
/Users/mnitsch/Projects/TYPO3CMS/solr/typo3_src-6.2.0/typo3/sysext/core/Classes/Registry.php on line 137
Are there plans to get 6.2 compatibly soon?
History
#1 - 2014-04-15 18:55 - Ingo Renner
This refers to a class in the core, how is this related to Tika? Can you provide more information please, f.e. a complete stack trace?
#2 - 2014-04-15 19:01 - Ingo Renner
- Target version set to 2.0
#3 - 2014-04-15 21:57 - Peter Kraume
This is just the output of the check in the install tool of TYPO3 6.2. Unfortunately there is no more output.
I've installed the smooth migration extension (EXT:smoothmigration) in a TYPO3 4.5 installation to test if there are checks that will fail for EXT:tika but
it seems to be ok.
#4 - 2015-06-18 16:27 - Jonas Götze
- File 2015-06-18 16_21_26 [TYPO3 CMS 6.2.12].png added
I have the same issue if I want to use the image tests in the install Tool.
I get the attached Error Message.
The Check for broken extensions states that tika is not compatible.
After (for testing) removing these lines from ext_tables.php the check shows no error anymore:
$registry = t3lib_div::makeInstance('t3lib_Registry');
$servicesAvailable = $registry->get('tx_tika', 'available', FALSE);
Anyhow, the image test is still not executed due to the "Detected Fatal Error" (with green "All local extensions can be loaded!" message below), so I
guess this might in fact not really berelated to tika.
#5 - 2015-10-07 13:55 - Ingo Renner
- Status changed from New to Closed
- TYPO3 Version set to 6.2
- Has patch set to No
Acknowledged, this is an issue with EXT:tika 1.x and TYPO3 6.2.
Please try EXT:tika 2.0 master from https://github.com/TYPO3-Solr/ext-tika where we don't use the registry in that way anymore.
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